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The dynamic response of unidirectional composites under off-axis (angle
loading) impact is analyzed by assuming that the composite contains an initial
flaw in the matrix material. Because of the complexities that arise from the
interaction of waves scattered by the crack with those reflected by the inter-
faces within the composite, dynamic analyses of composites with cracks have been
treated only for a few simple cases. One of the objectives of the present work
is to develop an effective analytical method for determining dynamic stress so-
lutions. This will not only lead to an in-depth understanding of the failure
of composites due to impact but also provide reliable solutions that can guide
the development of numerical methods.
The analysis method utilizes Fourier transform for the space variable and
Laplace transform for the time variable. The time-dependent angle loading is
This work was completed during Dr. Chen's tenure at Lehigh University.
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separated into two parts: one being symmetric and the other skew-symmetric with
reference to the crack plane. By means of superposition, the transient boundary
conditions consist of applying normal and shear tractions to a crack embedded in
the matrix of the unidirectional composite. Mathematically, these conditions
reduce the problem to a system of dual integral equations which are solved in
the Laplace transform plane for the transform of the dynamic stress intensity
factor. The time inversion is carried out numerically for various combinations
of the material properties of the composite and the results are displayed graph-
ically.
INTRODUCTION
Pastwork on the developmentof highperformancecompositematerialswas
mainlyconcernedwith achievinghighstrengthandmodulus. This requirement
alone,however,may resultin a compositethatis excessivelybrittleand lacks
the abilityto resistimpactloading. The energyabsorptionor toughnessof the
compositeis also an importantpropertythatmust be accountedfor in addition
to strengthand stiffness.
The concept of fracture toughness has mostly been applied to homogeneous
isotropic materials [I] based on the linear fracture mechanics theories such as
those advanced by Griffith, Irwin and others. These theories, developed for
single-phase materials, have had limited success in characterizing the fracture
behavior of composites which are inherently nonhomogeneous and anisotropic.
This is mainly because the fracture modes in composites are multi-facet and can
include interface failure, fiber breaking, matrix fracture, etc. The individ-
ual contribution of each of these failure modes is not clearly accounted for
and/or not related to the critical failure load. As a result, large discrepancies
-2-
betweenthe theoryand experimentcan result.
A studyon the selectionof appropriatemathematicalmodelsfor different
unidirectionalcompositesystemswas made [2] in the case of staticloading.
Many of the assumptionsin [2]willalso be used in the dynamicproblemtreated
here. One of them is the existenceof inherentflawsor crackswhichare the
sitesof failureinitiation.
Analyticalinvestigationof the fractureof fibrouscompositematerialssub-
jectedto impactloadinghas beenmeagerbecausethe elastodynamicstressanaly-
sis involvesnumerousparametersand is enormouslycomplex. This is necessitated
by the complexnatureof the dynamicloadtransfercharacteristicsin composites
containinginitialimperfectionsuchas flawsor cracks. The stresswave solu-
tion is not only time-dependentbut it interactswith thematerialpropertiesof
the constituentsof the compositeand the variousgeometricparameters.The in-
fluenceof theseparameterswill be analyzedin thisimpactstudywith particular
emphasisplacedon determiningthe dynamicstressintensityfactorskI and k2
arisingfromnormaland shearloading. Theircombination(off-axisor angle
loading)determinesthe responseto loadingof a more generalnatureand reflects
the energyabsorptionpropertyof the composite.Severalexamplesof how kI and
k2 can be combinedto predictcrackbehaviorin dynamicstressfieldsare found
in [3]. The questionof whetherthereis the needof how to definea dynamic
fracturetoughnessparameterdifferingfromits correspondingstaticvaluehas
been the subjectof many pastand presentdebateswithinthe fracturemechanics
community.Thusfar, no generalagreementhas beenachieved.
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This report is concerned with dynamic fracture analysis and, particularly,
with the development of an analytical method for obtaining effective dynamic
stress solutions to unidirectional composites with cracks embedded in the ma-
trix. Other possible failure modes will be dealt with in future reports. Ef-
fective stress solutions for kI and k2 are essential as they are the prerequi-
sites for formulating failure criteria and guiding the development of numerical
procedures.
ANGLECRACKUNDERIMPACT
Figure l(a) considers a crack in a layer of matrix material of thickness
2h. The composite is reinforced by unidirectional fibers that are aligned par-
allel with one another and make an angle with the time-dePendent applied stress
_(t). Without serious loss in generality, the composite is assumed to be modeled
by a layer of cracked material with elastic properties Ul' _I and Pl sandwiched
in between two dissimilar media with properties u2' _2 and P2' Figure l(b). The
number of layers surrounding the cracked layer is reasonably large so that the
average shear modulus _2' Poisson's ratio _2 and mass density P2 can be used.
The basic two-dimensional elastodynamic equations in the theory of elastic-
ity can be expressed in terms of two scalar potentials @j(x,y,t) and _j(x,y,t)
where i,j = 1,2 with 1 and 2 referring to the cracked layer and the surrounding
material, respectively. In terms of the Lam_ coefficients _j and _j, the dy-
namic stress components are
-4-
_2_ _2_
(c_x)j = _jV26j.+ 21_j(@x--_V + _BxBy)
(Oy) = kjV2@j + 2_j (_y-_-_x--_y)J
(1)
= h kj+2_j
(_z)j 2 (kj+_j) V2_j
B2_
(Txy)j IJj(2 _ +=
where V2 = B2/_X2 + B2/By 2 and the thicknessshear stresses are assumed to van-
ish. The correspondingin-plane displacementsare given by
(Ux) = B@j +-_-j Bx _y
(2)
(Uy)j = By " Bx
Underplanestrain,the materialelementsare constrainedin the z-direction.
The governingdifferentialequationscan then be obtainedfromthe equationsof
motion:
1 B2¢_
_72 _)j -_ C_j
(3)
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in which Clj and c2j are the dilatational and shear wave velocities defined as
(Xj+2_j)I/2 _.I/2Clj : PJ , c2j = ( ) (4)
The probleminvolvesthe determinationof the potentials@j(x,y,t)and @j(x,y,t)
in equations(3)from the transientboundaryconditionsof the crackproblem.
The analysismay be simplifiedconsiderablyif the problemis separatedin-
to two parts. The firstconcernswith normalstressesappliedto the cracksuch.
that symmetryprevailsaboutthe x-axisin Figurel(b)whilethe seconddeals
with shearsurfacetractionsso thatthe problemis skew-symmetricwith refer-
ence to the x-axis. Bothof theseproblemswill be presentedseparately.
NORMALIMPACT
Let the compositebody be initiallyat rest suchthatthe stressesare zero
everywhere.Suddenly,at t=O,a normalstressof magnitude-Go is appliedto
the top and bottomcracksurfacesin Figurel(b)and kepton the crackof length
2a thereafter.Referringto the setof axesx and y thatare placedparallel
and normalto the linecrack,the followingconditionsare prescribed:
= (x,o,t)= O, O<x<a;t>O (5)
(_y)(x,o,t) -aoH(t);(Txy)1l
whereH(t) is the Heavisideunitstep function.The symmetryconditionsabout
the axisy=O are enforcedby noting
(u,,) (x,o,t).: O; (x,o,t) : O, x>a; t>O (6)
J_l (TxY)I -
=6-
Perfect bonding will be assumedalong the interfaces between material 1 and ma-
terial 2. This requires the stresses and displacements to be continuous across





and for the stresses and
(Ux) (x,h,t)= (uX) (x,h,t)l 2
(B)
(Uy) (x,h,t) = (Uy)(x,h,t)1 2
for the displacements,
Du_li_teg_ equ_tion_.It is convenientat thispointto applythe
Laplacetransformto the timevariablet whichcorrespondsto p in the trans-
formedplane. Considerthe standardLaplacetransformon f(t):
o0
f*(P) : I f(t) e-Ptdt (9)
o
whose inversion is
f(t) : 1 f f*(p) ePtdp (I0)Br
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in whichBr standsfor the Bromwichpath of integration.The applicationof
equation(9) to equations(3)yields
2 _
V Cj = _ ¢jClj
(ii)
c2j _bj
Again,the conditionof symmetryrequiresonly the considerationof x and y in
the firstquadrant. The Fouriercosineand sine transformsdefinedby





f(x) : 7 S fc(s) cos(sx)ds
o
and





f(x) : "_ S fs(s) sin(sx)ds0
are now applied to the space variablex. This simplifiesequations (3) to a set
of ordinary differentialequationswhich can be solved giving
= 2 _ (1) Iy (2) (sx)dsqb_(x,y,p) _ f [A (s,p)e-Yl + A (s,p)eYlly] cos
0
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_bT(x,y,p)= _2_ [B{l)(s,p)e-Y21Y+ B(2)(s,p)eY21y] sin(sx)ds (14)0
for the crackedmatrixand





_(s,y,p) : _" _ (s,p)e sin(sx)ds0
for the averaged fiber-matrixmaterial. In equations (14) and (15), the quanti-
ties Ylj and Y2j are given by
,.,2 112 ,.,2 112
Ylj = (s2+ Cl_-_j) ' Y2j = (s2+ c2_-_j) (16)
The functionsA(1), A(2), B(1),---, C(2) in equations (14) and (15) are deter-
mined from the transientboundary conditions. To this end, equations (5) and
(6) will be written in the Laplace transformplane:
(_) (x,o,p):- _-9-0;{T_y)(x,o,p): O, O<_x<a (17)l l
and
)I (x,o,p)= O, x>a (18)(x,o,p):o;





and equations (8) take the forms
(u_)(x,h,p): (u_)2(x,h,p)l
(20)
(u_)(x,h,p)= (u_) (x,h,p)l 2
The stressesand displacementsin equations(1)and (2)may alsobe trans-
formedintothe Laplacetransformplane. Withoutgoingintodetails,the appro-
priateLaplacetransformof the stressand displacementexpressionsin equations
(17)to (20)may be usedto satisfyall of the necessaryboundary,symmetryand
continuityconditions.This leadsto the followingset of dual integralequa-
tions:




I sFI(S,P)A(s,p)cos(sx)ds: - 4_iP(l__),x<aO




= 2 _ S2_liY21][8(2)_ ]FI(s,P) S'(I_I_)AI {[¼ (s2+y_I)
-(Yll+Y21)h
+ s(s2+y_l)[Y21(8(1)8(4)- 8(2)8(3))_ Yll]e
2 -2YI 1h
+ [I (S2+Y_l) + S2yllY21][8(4)e -2Y21h - 8(1)e ]} (22)
whilethe quantitiesml and AI are definedas
: )i/2ml (c21/Cll
(23)
= 2c_21 [8(.2)+ 8(3) -2(Yll+Y21)h 8(4)e-2Y21hAI YlI e +
+ 8(I)e-2YllhI
such that 8(1),8(2),---, 8(4)are givenby




AO = _Cl)_(6) _ _(2)_(5) (25)
The quantities_(1),_C2),___,_(8) in equations(25)are complicatedfunctions
of s, p and thematerialconstants.They are givenby equations(I.l)in Appendix
I. -ll-
The problem is now reduced to finding the single unknown A(s,p) governed
by equations _21). Once A(s,p) is known, the functions A(]), A(2), ---, C(2)
that are required in equations _14) and (15) for the Laplace transform of the
potentials ¢_(x,y,p) and _(x,y,p) can be obtained from equations (1.2) outlined
in Appendix I. What remains is the determination of a solution for the dual in-
tegral equations (21). This will be accomplished with the help of a method by
Copson [5] which has been used by Chen and Sih [6] for solving dynamic crack
problems involving single-phase homogeneous materials. Following the details
in [5,6], it can be shown that
a2 l
: - V_¢_(¢,p) Jo(sa_)d_ (26)A(s,p) 4UlP(l_<_)£
is a solution of equations (21) with do being the zero order Bessel function of
the first kind. The function @I(_,p) is calculated numerically from a Fredholm
integral equation of the second kind:
1
¢_(_,P) + I ¢_(n,p) Kl(_,n,p)dn : v_ (27)0
whose kernel
oo
Kl(_,q,p): _ ]'s[Fi(as-,p) - l] Jo(S_) Jo(S_)ds (28)0
is symmetric in _ and n.
Mode I dynm_Lc stress in_t_Lty fae_tor. The transmission of the time-de-
pendent load to the vicinity of the crack tip can be best described by the in-
tensification of the local stresses. A quantity that has been used widely in
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the static theory of fracture mechanics is the "stress intensity factor" which
can be extracted from the asymptotic expansions of the stresses near the crack
tip. Referring to Figure 2, let r I and B1 be a set of local polar coordinates
measured from the right hand crack tip located at x:a and y:0 in the matrix
material, the singular character of the dynamic stresses is described only by
the space variables and hence can be more easily determined in the Laplace
transform domain. This observation was first made by Sih, Ravera and Embley
[7]. Following their procedure, the local stresses in terms of r I and eI are
found:
k_(p) e1 e1 30l
(O_x)(rl,01,p)= _cos _--(l - sin _--sin T ) + 0(r_)
k_(p) e1 e1 3el
(O_)l(rl,Bl,p)= _cos _--(l+ sin_- sinT ) + 0(r_)
(29)
kT_p) e1
: _2_ 1 cos _-+ 0(r_)
(_)I (rl'el'p)
eI 01 3e1
kT(P) sin _- cos _- cos T + 0(ry)
{T_Y)I(rl'81'P) _T l
0nly the dynamic stress intensity factor, k_(p), in equations (29) need to be
inverted to real time t:
@_(I,p) C_ovla (30)k_(p) : p
where the function @_(l,p) is found from @_(_,p) by letting the nondimensional
parameter _:I representing the crack tip location. The functional dependence
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of the stressesin rI and eI as shownby equations(29)revealsthatthe dynamic
stressesalso possessthe inversesquarerootsingularityin termsof rI and
that the angulardistributionin e, is the sameas the casefor staticloading.
Applying the Laplaceinversionformula in equation (lO) to (30) renders
the factor kl(t) as a function of time, i.e.,
_oJa ¢_(l,p)
kl(t) : _ _r P ePtdp (31)
It is apparentthat¢_(l,p)must be firstknownbeforethe integrationof equa-
tion (31)can be performed.Referto AppendixII for a detailedaccountof the
procedureusedfor evaluatingequation(31). Threedifferentsets of ¢_(l,p)
valuesare plottedagainstthedimensionlessLaplacetransformwave numberc21/Pa.
They are givenin Figures3 to 5 for Pl = P2 and_l = _2 = 0.29whilethe ratios
a/h and _2/_l are varied. In general,all the curvestend to risequicklyand
thenflattenout. It wouldbe more meaningfulto discussthe influenceof a/h
and _2/_ion the stressintensityfactorkl(t).
Figures6 to 8 displaythe normalizedstressintensityfactorkl(t)/_oV_
as a functionof c21t/a. In Figure6, the cracklengthto layerthicknessratio,
a/h, is fixedat unitywhilethe shearmoduliratio,_2/_iis increasedfromO.l
to lO.Oas indicated.The kl(t)factoris oscillatoryin naturereachinga peak
and thendecreasesin magnitudeas time increases.The oscillationis more pro-
nouncedwhen the shearmodulusof the crackedmaterialis greaterthanthatof
the surrounding material, i.e., _I > _2" The values of kl(t) decrease below
those of the corresponding homogeneouscase, _I : _2' solved previously by Chen
and Sih [6] when _I < _2" The influence of a/h on kl(t) is exhibited in Figures
7 and 8 for the two cases of _2/_1 = 0.I and I0.0, respectively. For _2/_1 = 0.I
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in Figure7, a decreasein a/h tendsto lowerthe stressintensityfactor. Ob-
servedalso is a smallstep in the curvefor a/h = 2.0 and smalltimet. This
correspondsto the reflectionof elasticwavesfrom thematerialinterface.
The sizeand timescaleare suchthat thiseffectshowedup quantitativelyin
the graphwhilethe sameeffectwas not noticeablein the othercurves. For
the smallerratiosof a/h suchas 0.5 and l.O,the cracktipsare furtheraway
from the interfaceand the influenceof the reflectedwavesare not as pro-
nounced. The oppositetrendis observedin Figure8 for_2/_i= lO.O. When the
outermaterialis more rigidthanthat of the centerlayer,kl(t)tendsto in-
creasein magnitudeas a/h is decreased.Again,a distinctstepin the curve
for a/h = 2.0 is seenfor smalltime t. As timeincreases,all of the results
here reduceto the correspondingstaticsolutionsof Hiltonand Sih [8].
Ge.n_Zoad.Z_g. If the normalstressappliedto the cracksurfaceis not
constantin magnitudebut may varyas a functionof x, thenthe dynamicstress
intensityfactorcan be obtainedby addinga sequenceof solutionscorresponding
to step loadingswith differentstresslevelsG0, _l' etc. In otherwords,the
generalloading_(t)may be consideredas the sum:
_(t) : _oH(to) + _iH(tl) + _2H(t2) + ... (32)
This is illustratedgraphicallyin Figure9. Fromequations{31)and (32),the
factorkl(t)thatcorrespondsto _(t)may be writtendown immediatelyas follows:
@_(l,p)ePtdp (33)l to) + _iH_tl) + ] fkl_t)= _ [aoH( ... Br P
Equation(.33)may be usedto derivekl(t)for any time-dependentnormalsurface
tractionswhichin turncan alsosimulateany loadingsthatare appliedat dis-
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tances away from the crack by means of the principle of superposition.
SHEARIMPACT
Suppose that the crack in Figure l(b) is now sheared suddenly by a pair of
shear stresses of magnitude -T o such that the upper and lower crack surfaces
move in the opposite direction. This creates a deformation field that is skew-
symmetric with respect to the y=0 plane. Following the footstep laid out in the
previous example on normal impact, the Laplace transform of the transient bound-
ary conditions on the x-axis inside the crack are
To
(TxY)I (x,o,p) = -m.p , (C_y)l (X,O,p): 0, 0<x<a_ (34)
and the skew-symmetric conditions outside the crack are given by
(x,o,p)=o; (x,o,p): o, x>_a (35)1 1
Continuity of the stresses across y=h is expressed by
((;_)(x,h,p): (crUz)(x,h,p)l 2
(36)
(T_y) (x,h,p) = (TxY)2(x,h,p)1




Integra£ representat_Lons. Under the above considerations,the following
wave potentials@_(x,y,p)and _(x,y,p) are selected:




2 7 [B(1)(s,P)e-Y21y B(2)(s p)e J,T(x,y,p) = 7 + , cos(sx)ds
o
for the crackedlayerand
2 C(1) "Yl2y@_(x,y,p): _ f (s,p)e sin(sx)ds
O
(39)
2 7 C(2)(s,P)e'Y22y@_(x,y,p) = T cos(sx)ds
O
for the outsidematerial.
Equations(38)and (39)may now be substitutedintothe Laplacetransform
of the stressesand displacementsin equations(1)and (2). Makinguse of the
conditionsin equations(34)to (37),the solutioncan be expressedin termsof
the functionsA(1),A(2),---,C(2)whichare relatedto a singleunknownB(s,p)
as shownby equations(Ill.l)in AppendixIII. The functionB(s,p)is governed
by the systemof dual integralequations




sFii(s,p) B(s,p) cos(sx)ds= 4_iP(l_K_),x<ao
-17-





All _ Y21[B(2) B(3)e-2(Yll+Y21)h (4)e-2Y21h B(I)e-2Yllh
= + - B - ] (42)
The otherparameterssuchas El, AI, B(l B(2),etc.,are the sameas thosede-
finedearlierfor the case of normalimpact.
A solutionto equations(40)is againfoundby applicationof the Copson's
method[5]:
_TOaZ l
B(s,p)= 41JlP(l__) _ Vr_@_i(_,p)Jo(sa_)d_ (43)
providedthat¢_i(_,p)satisfiesa Fredholmintegralequationof the secondkind:
l
@_l(_,p)+ f @Ii(q,p)KI (_,n,p)dn= _ (44)0 I
whose kernel KIi(_,n,p)takes the form
Kil(_,q,p)= _ f s[FII(s,p) - l] Jo(S_)Jo(Sn)ds (45)0
Mode II dynamic stress intensity factor. As in the case of Mode I, the
asymptotic expressions of the dynamic stresses in the Laplace transform plane
are first obtained in terms of r I and 81 defined in Figure 2. The results are
-18-
k_(p) 01 01 301
(qX)l(rl,Bl,p) : _ sin _- (2 + cos _- cos T) + 0(ry)
k_(p) 81 eI 3Q1
: -- sin _-- cos _-- cos T + 0(r_)(rl'h'p)
(46)
k_(p) 0l
(_) (rl,01,p)= 2_l sin_--+ 0(ry)
k_(p) eI 01 3el
* = -- sin_- cos_ cosT + 0(r_)
(TxY)I(rl'01'P) V_l
with k_(p)beingthe onlyquantitythatdependson time throughthe parameterp:
 Ii(1,p)
k_(p)= p To_ (47)
Equation(10)is then appliedto invertthe Laplacetransformof the stressin-
tensityfactorin equation(47). Thisgives
To_ @_i(l,P)
k2(t) = _ f ePtdp (48)Br P
in which @_i(l,p) is computed numericallyfrom equation (44).
Figures10 to 12 displaythe valuesof @_i(l,p)as a functionof the normal-
izedquantityc21/Pafor variousvaluesof a/h and _2/_l while_l = _2 = 0.29 and
Pl = P2 are used for all cases. Witha knowledgeof @_i(l,p),the integralin
equation(48)may be evaluatedby a procedureoutlinedin AppendixII. In gen-
eral,k2(t)increaseswith timereachinga maximumand thendecreasesto the
staticvaluefor sufficientlylargetime. The trendis very similarto kl(t)
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for the case of normalimpactin thata highervalueof k2{t)is obtainedwhen
the modulusof the surroundingmaterialis less thanthatof the crackedlayer,
i.e.,_2/Wl < I. Comparingthe resultsin Figures6 and 12, it is seen thatfor
_2/_l < l, normalimpactyieldsa highercracktip stressintensityfactorthan
shearimpact,i.e.,kl(t)> k2(t). The oppositeis observedwhen_2/_i> l, i.e.,
k2(t)> kl(t). The curvesin Figures14 and 15 for k2(t)alsoshow the absence
of a smallfluctuationfor smalltimewhichwas presentin Figures7 and 8 for
kl(t). This is becausethe influenceof the reflectedincidentshearwavefrom
the interfaceis considerablyweakereven for the ratioof a/h = 2.0.
CONCLUSION
As compositematerialsare currentlybeingappliedto majorprimarystructure
designs,it is necessaryto havean in-depthunderstandingof themechanicalbe-
haviorof thesematerials,particularlywith referenceto the allowableapplied
loadbothstaticallyand dynamically.This investigationis concernedwith the
dynamicstressdistributionarounda crackembeddedin thematrixof a unidirec-
tionalcomposite.The time-dependentloadingcan be of a generalnatureapplied
in an arbitrarilydirectionwith referenceto the crackplane. For thosecom-
positeswhichfailpredominantlyby matrixcrackingunderimpact,the presentre-
sultscan be usedeffectivelyfor determiningthe abilityof the compositeto
absorbenergyand to withstandloadpriorto totaldestruction.
The othermodesof failuresuchas fiberbreakingand/ordebondingof fibers
frommatrixare not treatedbut may be significantin othercompositesystems.
The redistributionof dynamicstressesin thesecasesmay alsobe analyzedsuch
that theirindividualcontributioncan be assessedquantitatively.Thesecases
will be left for futureinvestigations.
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, c(i)(sp)APPENDIXI: EXPRESSIONSFOR _(i)AND A(i)(s,p),---
IN NORMALLOADING
This sectiongivesthe expressionsfor _(1),_(2)___, _(8) in equations
(25)in termsof the variabless, p and thematerialconstants
IJ2 _2 2 t Y21-Y22)]
_(1): -s[(l- _ll)Y21- _ll(2c_22)'sZ-'(12Y22
P2 IJ2 2 Y21+Y22
J2) : s[(l _)_21- (_--_-_-)( )]- _ ""22 sZ_yl2"Y22




l {s.4Y_l) + [s2 + _ ( )]_C5): _ 2 _ll sZ-YlzY22
]J2 2 s2+_l2Y21)]oc l=_½ I.
_2 _2 2 r YII-YI2)]
c_(7) = s[(l - _ll)Yll - .-'_-(2c--_22),sZ_Y12Y22
1i2 _2 (2c__2)( YII+YI2 )]c_(8) : -s[(l - _l-l)Yll - ij--T s2_Y12Y 2
in whichYij is givenby equations(16).
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The functionsA{I) A{2) , C{2), ,--- are relatedto the singlefunctionA(s,p)
as follows:
A(1)(s,p): A(s,P)Ali1 (s2+T_I)(B(2)+ B(4)e-2Y21h) - SYlle-(Tll+Y21)h]
-(Yll+Y21)h -2Yllh
A(2)(s p)= _ A(s,p) [SYl e +l (s2+Y_l)e (B(I)
' AI 1
+ B(3)e-2Y21h)]
- (¥11+T21)h(Yll-Y21)hA(1)(s,p)+ B(2)eB(1)(s,p)= B(1)e A(2)(s,p)
- (Yll-Y21)h(Yll+T21)hA(1)(s,p)+ B(4)eB(2)(s,p)= BC3)e A(2)(s,p)
T12h -Yllh A(1)(s
= e [(s2-YllY22)e ,p)
C(1)(s'P) s_-Y12Y22 (1.2)
+ (s2+YllY22)eYllh A(2)(s,p)+ s(Y21-Y22)e-Y21h B(1)(s,p)
(Y21+Y22) eY21h- s B(2)(s,p)]







The integral in equation (31) is basically of the form
g(t) : _I I f*(l,p) ePtdp (II.I)Br P
The Bromwich path, Br, consists of an infinite line parallel to and to the right
of the imaginary axis in the complex p-plane. The function f*(l,p) is considered
to be knownfor discrete values of p. There are a number of available methods
for finding g(t) as a process in the Laplace inverse transform. The method
adopted here can be found in [9,10].
The integral f*(l,p)/p in equation (II.I) is first evaluated at the points
p : (l+n)a, n : 0,1,2,--- (11.2)
in which a is a real and positive number. According to equations (9) and (I0),
f*(l,p)/p may be written as
O0
f*(l,p) : I g(t) e-ptdt (11.3)
P o
The above infinite integral is now transformed to a finite integral on the in-
terval [-I,I] by making the substitutions
f*(l,p) stands for @_(l,p) in normal impact and @_l(l,p) in shear impact and
they are calculated from the Fredholm integral equations of the second kind,
namely equations (27) and (44).
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x = 2e-at - 1 (11.4)
and
G(x) : g[t{x)] : g[--_ log(-_-)] (11.5)
Therefore,equation(II.3)becomes
l
f*[l,(l+n)a] _ 1 f Cl+x)n G(x)dx (11.6)
l+n _ -I
in whichG(x)can be expandedin seriesformconsistingof Legendrepolynomials
Pn(X)whichare orthogonalon the interval[-l,l],i.e.,
Oo
G(x)= _ Ci Pi(x) (II.7)i=O
Similarly,the function(l+x)n in equation(II.6)may also be expandedin the
form
n
(l+x)n = _ Di Pi(x) (II.8)i=O
such that
)-_-[n-(i-l)] (II.9)Di= )
Puttingequations(II.7)and (II.8)into (II.6)and applyingthe orthogonality
conditionsfor the Legendrepolynomials,the followingsum is established:
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f*[l,(l+n)a] : n_ n(n-l)---[n-(i-l)] Ci (II.I0)l+n - ( +l) _n+2)--- (n+i+l)i:O
Thus the coefficients Ci may be found with Co given by
CO : f*Cl,_) (II.ll)
For a finite number of N coefficients, a partial sumfor G(x) in (11.7) is ob-
tained and an approximate evaluation of g(t) can be made since from equation
(II.5)
N-I
g(t)= _ CiPi [2e-at- l] (II.12)i=O





In the skew-symmetricproblem,the unknownfunctionsin equations(38)and
(39)can also be expressedin termsof a singleunknownB(s,p)in accordancewith
the followingrelationships:
A(1)(sp) B(s,p)[sY21(B(2) B(4)e-2_'21h: ) ½ (s2+Y_l)e- (YI l'i'Y21)h- • - -I- "i
' All




-(Yll-Y21)h (1) (2)e(Yll+Y21)hA(2)(s,p)B(1)(s,p): - B(1)e A (s,p)- B
-(Yll+Y21)h {l) (4)e(Yll-_'21)hA(2)(s,p)B(2)(s,p):- B(3)e A (s,p) - B
Yl2h -Yllh A(1)(s,p)e [(s2_YllY22)eC(1)(s,p)= sZ_Yl2Y22
+ (s2+YllY22)eYllh A(2)(s,p)- s(Y21_Y22)e-Y21h B(1)(s,p)
+ s(Y21+Y22)eY21h B(2)(s,p)]
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C(2)(s p) eY22h -Yll h A(1)
, : Is (Yl2-Yl l)e (s,p) (III.I)s_-Y21Y22
+ S(Yl2+Yll)e Yllh A(2)(s,p) + (s2-Y21Yl2)e "¥21h B(1)(s,p)
Y21h (2)
+ (s2+XZlXl2) B (s,p)]
where All is given by equation (42).
-27-
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Figure 2. Stress element near crack in matrix of fiber-reinforced
composite
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Figure 5. Variationsof _l(l,p)with c21/Pa for _2/_i : 0.I
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Figure 15. Dynamicstress intensityfactor k2(t) versus time for





r PROGRAM BETA(INPUT,OUIPUT'PUNCH'PLOT'TAPE 9g:PLOT)
3 REAL NON(4) ,F(4,491) ,G(4,4) ,D(4) ,PT (4)
3 REAL B(_),C(h)
f 3 R=AL LP(BO),OTA(50}3 EQUIVALEhCE (NON,B} ...
:3 CCMMON Kl_29K3_K43 COMMON/AUX/ _p, pK19PK2, BHU, X,¥
f 3 LP(L)=O'O
4 DTA(1)=O'O
- 5 READ 2, K1,KZ,K3'K4 -
20 --2 FORMAT(12)
_ KE = ORDER CF SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS
KZ = NO. OF DISTINCT KERNELS
K3 = NO. OF DATA POINTS
K4 = NO. OF OATA SETS TO BE EVALUATED
, _ SET UP DATA POINTS
20 AK=K3
22 DO 5 N=I,K3
23 AN=N





1 37 DO 10 K=2,H,2
41 10 D(K}=2 -_
t 46 00 15 K=I,N,2
47 15 D(K) =4"_A
. D(K3)=A
54 * CALCULATE NONHOHOGENEOUS TERMS
_. 56 RHS=I.O57 DO 22 I=I_K2
61 PRINT 9
64 9 FORHAT{ 1H1)
64 READ 61 EMU
72 61 FORMAT(_EO.5}
72 DO 999 II=i, K4
74 O0 35 H-1,K3
• 75 35 NON{N)=RH S'_SQRT(PT(_I)-}-CALCULATE KERNEL HATRICE_
I0_ CALL GONST (I)
106 DO 20 N=E,K3
' 110 O0 20 M_,K3IF (M-N} ,30,30111
114 25 F{M,N,I} =F {N,H, I)
123 GO TO 20
' 123 30 F{MyN,I)=FU(IyPT(M)_PT(N))
i34 ZO COhTINUE
1/41 CALL CHANGE(F,G,D,I)
144 CALL LINEQ(G,B,C, K3}
¢,. 147 DO 40 L=E_K3151 PRINT 6_FT(L),NON(L)
160 6 FORMAT (SXgF8._F15,6)
160 hO CONTINUE
163 LP {I_. 11=NON (K3)
165 OTA (II+ 1) =P
167 9a.9 COhTINUE
171 PUNCH 66_(OTA(IX),LP{IX)'IX=I'I9)
t 205 66 FORMAT{2FIO-_)




t 6 COMMON/AUX/H_, PKE,PK2' EHU, X,Y6 DEL=O- 25" (B-
10 IF (DEL}_Oy45,50
12 W5 SIMP=O. O
13 RETURN
14 50 CONTINUE
lh SA=Z( Iy A} +Z (I,B)
26 SB=Z(I9 A+2"_DEL)A+D=_L)+Z (I,A+3 _OEL)35 SC=Z(I, "
-43-
(_ 53 $1= (DELl3.)_ {SA+ 2._SB+4.*SC}




67 SO=Z( I, A.DEL)
.....75 ........ J=K-I ............
77 DO 5 N=3,J,2
_- 100 AN=N101 5 SC:SC.Z (I,A.AN_DEL)
.... 113 ......... S2= (DEL/3,)_ {SA. 2._SB+4._SC)
122 DIF=ABS { {SZ-SL)/$1)
',i 1Z5 ER=O. 01
127 IF (DIF-ER) 30,25,25





140 40 PRINT _2,I,A,E
152 42 FORMATtBX, _ INT. ODES NOT CONVERGE _913,2F9.4)
152 PRINT 60,X,Y
• - 162 -.60 FORMAT( 2FIO. 5)
162 DO 70 J=1,10
166 OIP=J
167 DIP=OIPIIO.





SUBROUTIhE CHANGE {F, G,D,I)
7 REAL F{4,4,1),G(4_4),D(4)
7 COMMON KleK2_K39K_
7 DO 10 N=I,K3
10 00 10 M=I,K3
11 G(M,N} =F(M,N,I)_D(N)
24 10 CONTINUE




SUBROUTINELINEO(AIN ;T,N}7 REAL A{N,N) ,E(N),T
7 DO 5 I=2,N
10 5 AII,1}=A(I,1)/A{1,t)
17 DO 10 K=E_N
ZO H=K-1
22 00 15 I=I_N
23 15 T(I)=A(I,K)
33 DO 20 J=l,M
34 A(J,K)=T(J}
41 Jl=J.l
43 00 20 I=J1,N
44 T(I)=T(I)-A(I,J} _A (J,K)
55 20 CONTINUE
61 A (K_ K)= T (K)
65 IF(K. EQ.N) GO TO 10
66 M=K+I




110 DO 30 I=I,N
111 T(I)=B(1)
t14 M=l+l
116 IF(M.GT.N) GO TO 30
121 00 30 J=M,N
12Z B(J)=B(J)-A (J_I) _T(I)
132 30 CONTINUE
136 00 35 1=1,N
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' 137 K=N.I-I
_41 8(K) =T(K)/A (K,K)
146 KI=K-1
150 IF[K1.EQ.O) GO TO 35
: 151 O0 35 JL=ltK1
152 J=K-J1
















K_ 25 W=W-. 003c44h'_Z
27 Z= Z'=B
31 8ESJO=W.,O 0021 _ Z
34 RETURN(. 34 10 e=3,/A
36 W=, 79788456- • 0 ooono77"_B
41 V=A-,78539816-, Oh126 397_'E
44 Z=B_B
,r. 45 W= W-. O052274_'Z
47 V=V -. O00 C3954_Z
52 Z=Z*B
53 W=W-, 0 ODO9 E12_'Z
.- • 55 V=V+. 002{2£73_Z
57 Z=Z_2
61 W=W+.O0 137237'*Z







101 2ESJO=H/SQRT (A) "COS (V)
111 RETURN
112 END
FUNCTION FU (I,A, _)
6 COHMON/AUX/H,P,PK1,PK2,6P.U, X,Y6 X=A
7 Y=_
10 IF(A+B) 5,10,E11 10 FU=O. 0
12 RETURN
13 5 SUM=SIMF{I, 0.0,5. O}
20 ER= O, 01
21 OEL =5, 0
- 23 20 UP=OEL+5,0










3 COMMON/_UX/H,P, PKI_PK2, BMU_ X,Y
3 PR1=0o29
5 PR2=0,29
6 PKI=SORT ({I,-2._PRI) / (2.s {I o-PRI| ) |
-15 -- PK2=SQRT ({ 1,'2, +PR2) I( _,+ {I.-PR2) ))
2W READ 1,P
31 I FORMAT{F18.5}
31 HH= O, 1








62 2 FORMAT(//I//SX,* HU2/MU1 =+F6.2, + NU1 =+F4.2, + NU2 =+F4.2/I/SX, _
















57 AD= (GB-GO) IAC/PP/2.s BMU
64 AE = (GB.GD)/ACIPP/2._BMU
71 AF= {S+S-GA +GO)/AC/PP/2. +EHU
77 AG={S_S.GA'*GD)/AC/PP/2.*EMU
I05 AH= (SsS-GB+GC)/AC/FF/2. _8HU
1.1.3 AI= (SSS.GB_GC)/AC/PP/2.'_EMU
/:21 -A J= (GA-GC)/AC/PP/Z.+BMU
1.26 AK= (GA+GC)/ACIPPI2.=BMU





154 A6=-AA+ BMU _S+S+AI
157 AT=S _ (AE+GA-AJ)








211 83= BDIB A













266 D4=Z._AA s(G B_(BI+B4 -82 sE3) -S+S _GA} _13
7.75 DS= (AA+AA+S+S+GA_GE} + (B4=12-£1+11)
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306 F=O I.= (0 2"03 _"0_+ 05)
317 Z= (F-S) _EESJO (S'_X) _EESJO (S_Y)
33t RETURN
330 ENO
SUEROUTZNE LAPZNV (GLAH, PHI)
G THIS PROGRAH EVALUATES THE COEFFICIENTS FOR SERIES
C OF JAGOEI POLYNOMIALS NHICH REPRESENTS A LAPLACE
G IN VERSI 0 _ ---INTEGRAL ....
5 REA L MUL
5 OIMENSIC_ A(BO),GLAM(50),PHI(50),C(4,50)
5 OIHENS_CN BK (101) ,TT (101)









44 101 FORMAT(/////SX,* GLAH PHI _)
44 PRINT 102, (GLAH(Z) ,PHI(!) ,I=l,MH)
65 102 FORMAT(SX pFiO.5, 5X_FLO. 5)
65 -.M1L=MM- 1 ........
67 PRINT 300




11_ O0 tO I=I.NN
121 READ 3_EET,DEL
130 3 FORMAT{ 2F10.5)
130 PRINT 9 8, BET,OEL
140 98 FORHAT(/////SX_'*BETA =*F£.3_ = DELTA =_F5°3)





155 IF (AL-2 .) 81t82,83
161 81 A (1} = (1o .BET)_'DEL _F
165 GO TO 11
165 82 A( 2)= ((2.+BET)_DEL _F-A (1))_ (3".BET|





















235 GO TO 88
g35 86 TO G=AL1




244 00 15 J=ICH,L1
245 AJ=J





256 DO 16 J=LtJA260 AJ=J
.... 261 - --800=BOO_(AJ+SET) -.
264 t6 CONTINUE
266 CO=TOD/20D
ZTO SUM=SUN .CO*A (N|
273 -1_ CONTINUE .........
275 A{L)=MUL _(DEL_F -SUM}
301 11 CONTINUE
30# CALL JACSER ( OEL, A, BET} "
..... 306 CALL-NAMPL T
307 CALL QIKSET (6.0._ O.O_ O. O, E. O, O. O, O. O|
313 CALL QIKSAX(3,3)















14 X= E .*EXP (-O_T) -1°
24 CALL JACOBI(HN,X,BBP}
26 SF ( 1)=C (1)_P (1)
32 DO 10 L=2,HN
33 LI=L-1
35 AL=L
36 SF (L)=SF(LI) .C{L)_F{L}
43 10 CONTINUE
45 PRINT 97,T,X
55 97 FORMAT(/////BX, _ T =_F6.3,_ X ='_FIO.5)55 PRINT 96
61 96 FORHAT(///BX_ _ I C(I) _,BX, * N F(T) '_)
61 DO 11 I=l,6
65 PRINT 95_I_C(I),I,SF(1)








C THIS PROGRAM CAI'CUL_TES JACOBI POLYNOMIALS OF ORDER
C -K-1 WITH ARG X AND PARAMETER B GT -1
7 OIMENSICF PB(N)
7 AN=N
10 IF (AN-2.) 1, 2,3
1Z 1 PB(1) =1,
14 RETURN
I_ 2 PB(t)=I.





26 P8 (2} =X-B _ (1.-X}/2.







43 CO I=((2._AKI) +B) _X ."
46 C01=( (?._AK2} .B) _COI
51 COl=(( 2._AK2} +BONE) _ (C01-BSO)
56 C02=2._AK2 '*{AK2.B)'_((Z._AK1) .B) .....
64 CO=2._AKI _ {AKI+B) _( (2, _AK2) +B)
71 4 PB(K)=(COI_PB(K1)-COZ_PB(K2))/CO --...
-- 102 RETURN ..............
103 END
SUBROUTIhE SFLINE (X, Y,M,C, XINT, YINT ]
11 DIHENSIOF X(50) ,Y(50) ,C(4,50)
11 IF(XINT-X (I))1,10,11 "
13 10 YINT=Y{1) :
14 - RETURN
15 il COhTINUE







ZG IF { X (K] -XINT)3, lh,5
32 14 YI NT=¥( K]
3/+ RETURN
35 3 CONTINUE
35 IF ( XINT-X (K+I)) Q, 1£,7
41 15 YINT=Y (K+I)
/+3 RETURN
_3 I, COhTINUE




65 IF (X (K-I)-XIhT] b, IE, 17
70 6 K=K-1
72 GO TO 4








103 IF [X (K) -XINT) 3, lh, 18
106 18 CONTINUE
106 IF(X(K-I}-XINT) 6,16, lg
111 19 N=K
113 K= {LL+K}/2
111, GO TO 8
115 1 PRINT 101
121 101 FORMAT{ _ OUT OF RANGE FOR INTERPCLATION _]
121 STOP
123 END
SUBROUTINE SFLIGE(;_Y_,C)7 OIMENSIOh X(50),Y( , [50),P{SO},E{50],C(4,50)
7 OIHENSIOh A(5093] ,pEf50}'_Z(50]
7 HM=H-1
11 O0 2 K=I_HH
12 D[ K]=X[ K+I) -X [K}
15 P{K)=O(K)/6.
20 2 E[K) =[Y (K.l} -Y(K) )/D (K|
26 O0 3 K=2_HH
27 3 R{K]=E(K)-E{K-I)
3/.* A { 192) =-1.-0 (1)/O (2)
37 A(1,3)=D{'t}/D(2]
_1 A(2_3)=F(2)-F(I} _A (1,3)
-49-
I........ " !;7 ":.'.:,"7 q
_4 A(2 2|= 2.'_[P (1) .l=(2) ]-P (I) _A (1,2]
50 A(2_3)=A (293i/A (292}
51. B(2: =B{ 2)/A (292}
53 DO 4 K=3tMM
_- 54 A{Ky Z)= 2. _"(P (K-l} +P{KI)-F {K-1]_A (K-t, 3}
61 BtKI=B[K}-P[K-I]_BtK-1}
..... 65 A(K,3I=P(K) IA(K_ 2] - -
70 4 B{K) =B(K)/A (K,2)
_- 74 " Q=D(M-2)/O{M-I)
76 A(H _1) = 1, .Q.A CH-2,3)
---101 ........A (M _2)=-Q-A {M, 1} *A (M-193} -
105 -_ B (N) =B(M-2) - A(H, 1] _B (M-l]
," 11Z. Z{M] =B{ M}/'A {My2) - " .
1.14 MN=M-2 " "
11711E DOM6II=I,MN -- --
,. 120 6 Z(K) =8( K]-A (K,3] _Z (K+I]
/.27 Z{ 1)=-A (192)'_Z(2)-A (193}_Z{3)
133 -DO 7 K=I_NM --
:1.35 Q=I.I (6._'D {K))
, t,,o143 C(2,K) (K+II_Q
146 • G(3_K)=Y(K)/D(KI-Z(K)_P(K) "





Shear impao_t • __
( PROGRAM BETAIINPUT,OUTPUT,PUNCH, PLOT,TAPE 99=PLOT;
3 _EAL NON (4) ,F(_,_,i) ,G(_,4| ,O(4} ,PT(_)
3 REAL Blt.),G(4l
3 REAL LP(50| ,DTAI50)
3 EOUIVALENCE (NON,B)
3 COMMON KI,K2,K3, K4





'_ Ki = ORDER OF SYSTEM OF EOUATIONS
q _ K2 = NO. OF DISTINCT KERNELS
• _ K3 = NO. OF DATA POINTS
K* = NO. OF DATA SETS TO BE EVALUATED
_' SET UP DATA POINTS
2G AK=K3
28 DO 5 N=_,K3
23 AN=N
24 5 PT(N)=AN/AK





37 DO IC K=2,_,2
41 IO ']{K)=2._A
, _6 00 15 K=!,N,2
47 15 _ (K }=4.'_A
54 • D (Kg)=A
4, CALgULATE NONHOMOGENEOUS TERMS
56 RHS=I._




r 72 61 FORMATIFEO.5)
72 DO 999 II=I,KW
7,+ 00 35 N=E,K3
75 35 NON(N) =_.HS'_SQ=.T (P T (N))
CALCdLATE KERNEL MATRICES
104 gALL GOT'ST(I1
106 DO 20 N=I,K3
iiO 00 2_ M=I,K3
lie IF(M-N) 25,30,30
114 25 F (M,N,I)=F(N,M,I}
i23 GO TO 2O
123 30 F (M,N,I) =FU (I,PT(M),PT(N))
134 20 30NTINUE
141 CALL CHANGE {F,G,D, I)
144 GALL LI_EQ( G,,_,C, K3)
147 DO h.IJ L=I,K3
151 PRINT 6, PT(L) ,NON {l)
t60 6 FORMAT (5X,F8. _*,Fi 5.6)
16_ 40 C ONTINUE
163 LP(II+I} =NON(K3)
165 OTA (ll+l )=P
167 999 CONTINUE






6 g OtIMON/AUX/H, P, PK i ,PK2, BNU, X,Y





14 SA=Z (I,A) +Z (1,3)
26 SB=Z{I,A.2._'OEL)
35 SC= Z (I,A *'D'--'L)_Z (I ,A+Z'_'OEL)
-51-
._ - .. . _
53 S1= (DELl 3. ) " €SA +2 • "SB+_.'_3CI
c 61 IF(S1.EO.O.O} GO TO 45
62 K =_
63 35 SB=SB+SC
65 DEL= 0.5 _ OEL
67 SC=Z (I,A 4"OEL)
75 J=K-1
- 77 .... D05 N=3,J,2
lO0 AN=N
c lO1 5 S C=SC.Z (I,A I'AN_'DEL)
113 $2= (DELl3.) _ (SA+2 •_'SB._. _'SC)
- " 122 .... DIF=ABS{ ($2-$1]/$I)
t25 ER=_.Ol
q_ 127 IF (DIF-ER) 30, 25,2 5
131 30 SIMP:S2
133 RETURN
133 25 K :2 _ K
134 3!=S2
136 IF {K-20_8 )35, 35,. 0
i40 40 PRINT 42,I, A_,B
i52 42 FORHAT(5X, _ INT. DOES NOT CONVERGE _,I3,2F9.41
" 152 PRINT 60,X,Y
162 60 FORIIAT (2F10.5)






' 20b CALL EXIT
207 END
SUBROUTINE CHANGE (F,G,D,I)
7 REAL F(4,&,i) ,G(4,4),0(4)
7 COttHON K1,K2,K3,K4 °
7 O0 ZO N=E,K3
l_ DO 10 M=i,K3
II G (H,, N) =F(M,N, I) "O (N )
2_ IC SONTINUE
3,1 CO 20 _'=1,K3




7 REAL A(D;,N) ,B(N) ,T(N}
7 DO S I=2,N
iO 5 A{I,E)=A{I,I)/A(i,I}
17 DO i0 K=2,N
20 M=K-I
22 O0 15 I=I,N
23 15 T {I)=A(I,K)
33 O0 20 J=I,M
34 A (J,K}=T (J)
41 Jl=J+l
43 DO 2_ I=JI,N
44 " T (I) =T(I }-A (I ,J }"A (J,K|
55 20 CONTINUE
61 A{K,K)=T{K)
6S IF{K.EQ.N) GO fO iO
66 M=K.E
70 DO 25 I=M,N
71 25 A {I,K)=T{I)/A{K,K)
lOS IO ]ONTINUE
'_ BACK SUBSTITUTE
IlO DO 30 I=I,N
Ill T (I)=B(I)
Ii4 M=I _i
116 IF(M.GT.N) GO TO 33
121 ]O 30 J=H_N
122 B(J}=B(J)-A{J,I)'_T{I)
132 30 30NTINUE
136 DO 35 I=I,N
-52-
r137 K=N.I-I
1_1 5 (K) =T(K I/A (K,K)
1_6 KI=K-1
15,_ IF(K1.EO.G} GO TO 35
15L DO 35 Jl=l_K1
( 152 J=K-J1
L54 T {J)=T(J)-A (J,K)'_B(K|
162 35 ._ONTINUE
167 RETU RN167 £ NO
r fUNCTION BESjOiA}
3 IF(A-3.} 5,5,L0
" 5 5 _ =A_A/9.








E7 Z =Z_ B
31 BESJ O:W* •,l0021_ Z
3_ RETURN
3_ IO B=3./A
36 N=. 7 9785456-..30 _I0 0 C77_B
_'1 V:A-.78539816-.J4166397_B ._
_ Z=B_B





• 57 Z =Z_B
6! W=W+.OC137237_Z
63 V=V-._CO 5_125 _'Z
65 Z=Z_'L_
67 W=W-.CC[ 725£5"Z
71 J=V-.OG r 29333 _'Z
73 Z =Z_B
75 W=W. .OOE L _,_76_'Z
77 V=V*.OO_I3558_Z
I0 1 3ESJO=W/SORT (A) _'COS (V)
111 RETURN
i 12 E rlo
FUNCTION FU(I,A,B}














37 IF (TEST- ER) 15,20 ,20





3 S OMMON/AUX/H, P, PKE ,PK2, BMU, X ,Y
3 P Rl=O.2g
5 PR2=C.29
6 PKE:SCIET ((1.-2._PR1)/{2- _(1.-PRI|| )
15 PK2:SQ_T ((i.-2.'_PR2) / (2- _'(%.-PR2) }}
24 READ I,F









45 PRINT 2,BMU,PR1, PR2, HH,P
_'r4 2, _ NU2 =_F4.2ll/5X, _ A62 2 FORHAT(/////5X, _ MU2/HUI =_F6.2, + NUI = - •









13 GA= SORT ( S_S +CI/PP )
22 GB=SQRT (S_S+I •/PP )
31. 5C=SORT (S_'S.C2/BM U/PP )




57 _0 = (GB-GD}/AC/PPI 2 ._RMU
6_1 AE= {G3+GO)/AC/PP/2._BHU
7Z. _F= (S_S- GA'_GO)/AC/PP/2. _'BHU
77 AG=(S*StGA _GDI/AC/FF/2. _BMU
I05 AH=(S_S -GB '_GCI/AC/PPI2. "_BMU
113 AI = {S_S +GB'_Gc }/ AG I PP/2"'_BMU
121 A J= ( GA-GC l/AC/PP/2. _'BMU
I 26 A K= l GAtGC}/AC/PP/2 ._BMU





154- A 6=- AA+B Md_S_S+ AI




1T 3 Bc=Aq_AB-S * A2_A 8
176 3D=S_AI_' A7-A3_A5













2_2.' DL=B 2+B3 _E*-B'_ E2-BI_EI
255. D1=2 ._PP/CC/GB/DL
255 32= A A_AA- S_'S_GAnG B
263: 33=32 -33_14
266 D4=2. "AA _ (GB _ {B I'B 4-B2_B3| -S_S _'GA} '_E3






....... SUBROUTINE LAPINV(GLAM, PHI)
C IHIS PROGRAM C JALUATES THE COEFFICIENTS FOR SERIES
C OF jACOB) POLYNOMIALS WHICH REPRESENTS A LAPLACE
C INVERSION INT-GRAL
- 5 - REAL MUL
5 DiHENSION A{50| ,GLAH{50),PHI(Sa),C(w',50}








34 SALL SFLICE (GLAM, PHI, MM, C)
46 PRINT 101 .)
_4 101 FORHAT(/II/15X, _ CLAM PHI
_ PRINT I02,(GLA_(I),PHI(1),I=i'MM)
65 102 FORMAT(5 X,FIO .5,5 X,F%O. 5}
65 H1 i=MH-L
e7 PRINT 3_0 C(4
73 30a =ORMAT{////5X,!" C[1,J) C(2,J) C(3,J}
l,J) _)
73 P qINT IC 3, ( (C {I,J ) ,I=i,4) ,d=i, HII)
I12 103 =ORHAT(5X,FiO.B,5X,FIO.5,5X,FIO" 5,5X,FZO.5)
IZ2 mRINT 99
El6 O0 10 I:I,NN
t21 _EAO 3,BET,DEL
130 3 FORHAT{2FiO.5)
130 _RINT 96 BET OEL
t_O 9_ FORM AT{/}III_X,_B_-TA =_F5.3,* OELTA =-F5.3)
i_O 30 il L:I,MN
I_3 &L=L




t61 81 A (1)=[i- .BET) *'DEL_F
165 GO TO 11
165 82 A(21=((2 •+BET) _'OEL_'F-A(z) )'_(3" _B ET )





__02 DO 12 J=E,LE
203 AJ=J
2G_ TOP=AJ_'TOP
2_6 12 '_ONT INUE
2!0 L2=2"L-E
212 gOT=l.











235 86 T OO=AL1
237 GO TO 88
237 87 _ONTINUEE37 TOD=I"
241 ICH=L1- (N-2)
___ ,]0 15 j=iCH_LJ.
2_5 AJ=J
246 T0 2=AJ_T O0
-55-




256 DO L6 J=L,JA
260 AJ=J





275 A {L }=MUL _ {DEL_F-SUH)
30.1. Ii 30NTINUE
3OW CALL JACSER {0£L, A,BET}
305 CALL NAMPLT
307 CALL OIKSET (&.C ,0 • 0,0.0,6. O, O. O, O. O)
313 3ALL QIKSAX(3,3}





3 E6 £ NO
SUBROUTINE JAGSER(O,C,B)
6 DIMENSION C(50) ,SF(50),P(50}
6 3I._ENSION BK(EOE} ,TT(E01}






14 X=2. _EXP (-O'_T)- i.
24 ?,ALL JACOBI (MN, X, ByP}
26 SF(II=C(II_'P(1)
32 90 10 L=2,MN
33 L!=L-$
35 _L=t-
30 SF (L)=SF (LI) .O{L) *F(L)
43 I0 30{_f INUE
1,5 = P.INT 97,T,X
55 97 FO_MAT(/////5X, _ T =_F6.3," X =_'FlO.5)
55 _RINT 96
61 96 FOP.MAT(/I/SX, _ I C(l) _'.5X. _ N F(T) _'|
61 DO 11 I:$,6
65 mRINT 95,I,C(I) ,I,SF(I}
105 95 FORMAT(5 X, I2, FIO. 2,5X,I2,FIC .5)
105 11 CONTINUE
iii LM=LM+!
llJ BK (LM}=SF (5}
115 TT(LM)=T




C THIS P;OGRAM CALCULATES JACOBI POLYNOMIALS OF OROE_

















36 A K2=AK-2 •
KI=K-IWO
- 42 K2:K-2
43 30i: ( (2._AKi3 .3 )'_X
46 GOi=({2._AK2I+B)_COi "
51 - 301= ((Z. '*AK2},-BONE)"(COI-BSQ} 'ZO2=2._AK2_(AK_4. B)_((2._AKI) 4-B)
6_ S 0=2 ._"AKI"(AKi.8) _ {{2.'_AK2) .B)
7i _ mB(KI=(GOi,,,PB{KE}-GO2_PB(K2I)/GO ..
!02 RETURN ......
i03 - " ENO
SU'3ROUTINE SPLINE{X,Y,M,C,XINT'YINT)
i! DIMENSION X(53) ,Y(BO),G(4,50)















35 I F{ XiNT-X (K.I)) 4, i5,7
41 i5 Y INT=Y(K+I)
4.3 RETURN
43 =,. 30NTINUE
43 Y iNT= (X(K+i |-XINT )_'(C (i,K) '_(X (K. I}-X INT) _'_2.0(3, K) )










Loa GO TO 2
I_C 7 LL=K
162 K= (N+K) / Z






llL+ GO TO 8
I15 I PRINT 1CI ,




7 DIMENSION X(531 ,Y(50),O(50),P{BOI'EC50)'C{4'5_}
7 DIMENSION A(50,31 ,B(BO!,Z(50)
7 _H=H-1
11 ]0 2. K=t_HM
12 O (K) =X{k+/) -X {K)
15 P(K)=O(K}/6.
20 2 _-(K)={Y(K4-iI-Y{K} }/O(K)
26 DO 3 K=2,'4M
27 3 3 {KI =E(K)-E{K'i)
3W A(!,2)=-i.-O(1)/O(2}
37 A 1i,31=O (1)/0(2)
4i A (Z, 3)=P (2) -P (I)_A (i, 31
-57-
( ' , '.
4z, _ [2,21=2, '_{P|%} *P [211-P{Ii*A[%,2!
": 50 a {2,31=A(2,3}/A(2121
51 B (2)=B(E)/A(2,2)
53 DO 4 K=3_,'IH
5_ A (K,2)=2.'_(P(K-%) .P(K)I-P(K-I] _A (K-J.,3|
• 61 B {K]=BIK)-P(K't]=B(K-%)
65 A{K, 3)=P {K) IA {K ,21 .__
.-- 7;] .... 4--3 (K)=B(K)IA(K,2)
74 _=D(H=2) /D(M-l)
f 76 A {M, 1]=1, .Q+A (H-2 • 3) "
1_1 A.(M,Z)=-Q-A(M,%)_A(H'I,3)
.....!D5 ...... B (H] =B (M-Z) -A (M, i} _B (M-l] .
I12 Z(H)=B(MJ/A(M,2}
• II# MN=M-2
116 DO 6 I=I,MN
117 K=M-I
120 6 Z (K) =B(KI-A (K,31 _Z (K.I)
: i E7 Z (I) =-A (1,2] _Z(2) -A (I,31 _Z (3 }
133 90 7 K:_.,MM
135 O=I,/(6,'_D(K| ]
1_.0 3(i,K}=Z (K|_Q
lb.3 C {2,KI=.Z (K+!)_Q
1_ 3 {3,KI=Y(KIID(K)-Z'[K)_P(K)
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